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This Grapevine includes articles and feedback
that arrived too late to include in the November
issue. In general these articles continue our
focus on 40 years of Perth International Dance.
The President's 2016 report is included later in
this end-of-year Grapevine

Celebrating

Years of Perth
International Dance
And the celebrations will continue with:

Saturday Xmas Party 17th December
Monday Xmas Party 19th December
Both parties are free again this year – but
please remember to bring a plate.
The Last Five Coins will be playing at the
Monday party
Dancing Restart Dates
Saturday dancing 7th January 2017
Jennifer teaching
th
Monday dancing
9 January 2017
Eve teaching

Check the web-site for events and updates

40 years on – The Party
St Margaret's Hall was heaving on 12th
November for our 40th year birthday party. There
were well over eighty people there to celebrate
with us.
Lots of dancing, lots of demonstration dances,
quite a lot of eating and some champagne to
toast the Group. Hopefully the dancing burned
off all those extra calories!
Many, many thanks to all who attended – if you
did not sign the attendance book at the party or if
you would like to add your name in absentia
please look out for the book and add your name
and any message of dedication for the milestone.
Thanks also to our performers for some
demonstration dances – nice lederhosen Peter and to the visiting and invited dance groups who
put on demo performances, thanks to the
Turkish Australian Culture House dancers, to
Hora Shalom and to Souleiado.
We have included some photos in our 'were you
there?' collage on the back page. Well done
Rebecca Coghlan for taking all those photos on
the night which allowed the dancers to focus on
what they enjoy doing more – dancing. We will
add these photos and John Bardill's to the 40th
year attendance book. Something else to look
out for.
And 40 years ago at Fremantle Arts Centre!
Back in 1976 the Performance Group danced at
the opening of the Fremantle Arts Centre. Two
of those dancers are still dancing with us – on
the left - Eve Blair and Brenda Harvey.

A poem from Cyndie Innes

From Les Derniers Trouvères in France
This arrived just too late to include it in the last
issue:
Quarantième Anniversaire

There was laughter and whooping right on into
the night
For the dancers came to celebrate and candles
they did light
For 40 years (that middle age when legs might
start to fail
Not us, such robust dancers, not one of us yet
frail)
So soon arrived Armenians, their headgear so
mysterious
The French so chic with footwork quick but
never quite as serious
The Turkish and Bulgarians, we are a motley lot
Israeli, Greek, Romanians, yet aliens we are not
We ate a feast of salads, health bites some
gluten-free
Washed down with champers, coffee, wine, as
well as cups of tea
So on into the night we danced till it was time for
bed
Then someone who’ll be nameless ended up
upon her head
Yet the band played on with such a sound so
soon we felt the beat
For heads or tails it’s all the same as we land
upon our feet
So keep on dancing everyone, the teachers are
so great
Just keep our members flowing and drag along a
mate!
Cyndie Innes

Hello Martin and all fellows !
After all those years since we met you in Perth,
we did not forgot any souvenirs ! We remember
well your warmth, the effort you put in learning
the new dances, the effort you put in dressing
the best medieval way you could, the good
mood ! the talented musicians ! Such as the
wonderful hurdy gurdy player or the lovely arch
viola player. Your agreable receipies for the
pique-nique ! And of course your friends forever
the dynamic mosquitoes !
The group is now just back from Switzerland
where we found snow and rain. So if you feel too
warm today, may you receive some of the
freshness we collected. Close your eyes...
ready ?
Pfouuuu clap clop clip freshhhhhhh fouuuu. Et
voilà ! Fresh again. Ready to rush into a new
farandole ! Youpii !
We feel blessed for having participated to one of
your gathering in a lovely park in Perth.
We wish you plenty of fun for the new fourty
years coming !
We love you all !!!
François, Nicolas, Roland Marie Milliflore

Bring out your dead!
We often hear Group members tell stories about
what happened when .. .. .. well we would like to
capture them and share them. So why not send
us your anecdotes and snippets of fun for us to
include in the next Grapevine. A bit like a real life
Red Faces! Check out Jenny Currell's tale in this
issue – of someone falling off the stage!

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/
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Jenny Currell’s PIFDG Story

PID have always been great independent
travellers and I’ve loved hearing their various
travel stories over the years. The highlight of my
travelling was a dance tour to Armenia with
Tineke in 2008? The dancing and cultural tours
were fabulous. I also enjoyed many Israeli
workshops in Melbourne and one in New
Zealand. Dancing with a much larger group than
ours was terrific.

I discovered PIFDG at a workshop at the
Toodyay Folk Festival run by John W and
Maggie. I was captivated by the range and
challenge of the dances taught. That must have
been 1982 as I became a regular Monday night
dancer soon after and by 1983 was back at
Toodyay in my first performance and loving it.
An early workshop with Dutch couple Yap and
Marianne cemented my passion. They were
beautiful dancers and wonderful teachers and I
pretty much learned all 20+ dances they taught
in one weekend and went home so excited and
exhausted I made myself sick! Years later I
realised where that workshop was held – in
Parkerville, then the end of the earth, now just
near where I’ve lived for over 25 years.
PIFDG/PID is like a family to me with some of
the faces (and bodies) changing over the years
but some also still there. They’ve been with me
through births, death, marriage and separation.
Although I don’t make it to Nedlands very often
these days, when I do, it feels like coming home.
I have loved most of the hundreds of dances we
have learned over all these years from our
talented and knowledgeable teachers, especially
Eve, Sara and John, and visiting teachers
including André, Belcho and Tineke.
The challenge of fast, hard, complex dances is
what really excites me; gradually learning the
steps, feeling the music and eventually getting it
right is a wonderful feeling. And finding people to
dance these with is still the highlight for me
(aging bodies not withstanding!) – Hassapiko,
Floricica, Mekudeshet and the list goes on. But I
enjoy many, many other dances too.
I’ve always loved languages and loved the
foreign-ness of the PID music and songs,
sometimes even learning the words. Members of
http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

I’ve danced in the performance group on and off
for over 30 years and thoroughly enjoyed it.
Some notable performances – when we danced
in the old Entertainment Centre in front of
thousands of people including the Premier. My
son Ben, then about 12, was dancing with us. He
was completely unfazed until he found out his
music teacher Lizzie was in the crowd and then
he got nervous. What a great experience though!
Another time Pam W and I were trying to
rehearse by email – not very effective! And the
last time we performed barefoot on grass – the
prickles nearly did us in! We also performed
once on the same programme as David Helfgott.
And once when faced with an incredibly slippery
stage we lost one of our performers over the
edge :-)
I have loved teaching dances to the group over
the years and also to kids at school and other
places. With the support of Sara and Jean B I
started the Hills Group in 2004. After 12 months
of trying I convinced Jennifer E to come along
and she took to international dance like a duck to
water. We spent ages together while she
amassed a prodigious repertoire of dances in
very short order, along with us developing our
own dance recording shorthand. After about 5
years, with the Hills group not growing beyond a
handful of dancers, I decided to throw it in.
Jennifer stepped in and as they say the rest is
history. I have recently rejoined the group and it
is going really well.
Dance has been a constant in my life for as long
as I can remember with International Folk Dance
being a very large part of that and I sincerely
thank everyone for being there to share our
wonderful dance journey together. 40 years!
WOW!!
Jenny Currell
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Anne Griffiths

Captivated by Rhythms

Memory Lane Thoughts from Joy Hill

I was first introduced to international folk dancing
when I was at a festival in Newcastle UK around
about 1978 while dancing with the Newcastle
Cloggies. A group of Turkish dancers really stole
the show and made a great impression on me. It
was several years before I experienced such
music again, when I joined Trondheim
Internasjonale Folkedansklubb in Norway in the
late 1980s. I was captivated then by the
wonderful variety of music, rhythms and dance
steps that we have come to associate with
international folk dance from across Europe and
further east. When I moved to Australia in 1994
I was delighted to find another such group,
Adelaide International Folk Dancers, in South
Australia – much smaller but nevertheless
keeping up many of those beautiful rhythms.
Imagine my delight in 2006 when I moved to
Perth and discovered PIFDG, a dance group that
seemed to have a repertoire of dances as wide
and as varied as those in Trondheim. It was also
possible for me to attend the dance nights on a
much more regular basis than I had ever been
able to previously.
It’s been wonderful to find people who share the
same love and passion for this form of dance
and movement. I just love the variety of the
music, the challenge of the steps at times and
the energy generated by sharing this experience.
I never could, and probably never will now, put
names to dances, nor start a dance without
looking to someone to lead the first steps - but I
remain totally captivated.
Many thanks to
everyone I have danced with in PID and many
congratulations on keeping international folk
dance alive and kicking!
Anne Griffiths

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

Dancing to the enchanting, unforgettable folk
music of many diverse, mainly European,
countries brings back many rich memories
combined with the pleasure of dancing regularly
with many friends. It’s not the classical music I
was trained in and love, it’s not pop or rock
music, but something with an atmosphere
entirely different and entrancing.
Visiting teachers from overseas such as Belco
Stanev, and André van de Plas (both of whom
stayed with Ron and I which was good fun) and
Fiona Murdoch were always a highlight as was
going interstate for special visitors such as Yves
Moreau (Canada) with a few of us staying with
Michaela Hill in Canberra, my daughter who
turns up sometimes on Monday nights and
Saturday mornings.
Michaela’s son, Edward, then 3 years old, held
everyone’s attention one night when he danced
the whole of “Girls Night Out” by himself,
complete with thumbs in belt. After all, he’d been
coming to PIFDG since he was in a bassinet!
Eddy is now 25, has finished his B.A. and has
just completed his Honours thesis for his
Bachelor of Science at Melbourne University.
The wonderful lure of international folk dancing
has also taken me to England where I
participated twice in Machol Europa – the annual
week-long Israeli dance camp where two
hundred people dance and sway together every
evening in a huge hall after learning superb new
Israeli dances in three groups during the day.
A really special highlight was Dance Balkan
which I organised when Belco Stanev invited us
to Bulgaria for two weeks of dancing complicated
7/8 rhythms on frequently unfriendly floors to live
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music while sightseeing around his beautiful
Bulgaria.
Inaugurating the Saturday Group fifteen years
ago, editing Grapevine, and being Hon.
Secretary for years were also rewarding.
So many experiences never to be forgotten
though sadly my dodgy foot, knees and back no
longer permit me to dance. I began writing this
memory lane piece when I was at a Heritage
Rose Conference in Mittagong NSW which
concluded on the day of the 40th Anniversary.
However, the three-hour time difference, a bus to
Sydney, a plane to Perth, and a taxi to Nedlands
enabled me to join in the concluding hour or so
of the celebrations of P.I.D’s 40th Anniversary. I
well remember our 25th Anniversary when we
dressed in sparkling silver and had a silver mirror
ball twirling from the ceiling.
Thanks everyone for all the fun and fellowship
through international folk dancing over so many
years.
Joy Hill
From Gisela Gmeinder

I have no idea what exact year that was, some 20
plus years back - and it might have even been
the year of the much talked about and
remembered 'skinny dip' - but I hasten to add
that I did not join in - and - 'we only just met'.
David and Eve Blair were there, of course, being
the 'grandparents' of the group and I also
remember Carolyn, Berni and Pam Gunn. The
rest is a bit of the blur. Anyway it was fun dancing, music, food, getting away from Perth and I joined the group in Scout Hall in Jersey
Street Wembley from that point onwards. It was
during that time that Eve danced her way through
her pregnancies with Carl and Linden.
Other earlier folkdance teachers were the 2
redheads Sarah and Fiona - forming an
awesome trio of energy and expertise with their
capacity to remember and execute a limitless
number dance steps effortlessly, knowing the
background and correct pronunciation of each
dance.
Over the years the team of dance teachers
expanded - together with the repertoire of
dances. This brought much variety – and an
enormous volume of materials that gradually
accumulated. Many a time different memories of
what the steps should be were settled thanks to
the accompanying vast library of dance notes
kept by the group and some individuals.
The diverse music and dances resonated with
my European background and it simply was
good exercise, fun and great to share this with a
mixed bunch of different but like minded people.
It was also enjoyable to have babies and children
brought along, watching them grow up, join in
and it certainly added to the sense of community
of the group.

I found out about the PIFDG in the local
newspaper (the good old POST when Real
Estate went across 2 pages max rather than 20
plus). The paper ran a small article about the
forthcoming Pt. Peron folkdance camp - 'no
partners needed, everyone welcome, not far from
Perth'.
That did it. My original idea of pursuing ballroom
dancing was repeatedly thwarted by the lack of
talent, interest or perseverance of the men I
knew around me.

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

But there was more. Joining the performance
group and the annual pilgrimage to Fairbridge
were all part of it and I have stayed loyal to the
yearly Fairbridge Festival ever since. It also
prompted me to visit the Canberra Folk Festival
one year and even better to join the Grand
Bulgarian dance tour with Belcho and others
from WA.
It was in Bulgaria that Pam Massey and myself
shared a drink in a café and were asked whether
we were sisters ? No, we were/are not.
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Another year I ventured across to the Hastings
Folk festival in New Zealand and caught up with
Fiona who had moved there by then.
And through PIFDG I also met Laurie and Louise
- which in turn led to a visit and great travel
experience in Ethiopia another year.
I am not sure when Leone joined the group and
conceived the Red Faces idea, but it took off first in different private homes and lately at the
St.Margaret Hall. So whilst serious performance
in public has dwindled we are not left without
opportunity
for
practising
stage
craft,
embarrassing ourselves that is - in a 'supportive
and appreciative' environment.
The organisation for those events is great and
the current president a most able MC of the
night.
And of course there is always food, glorious food
- signature dishes of hummus, home baked
cakes and self grown or harvested produce from
the South West to mention only some.
I also must make reference to André van de Plas
who passes through almost every year without
exception and always leaves us with a couple of
lasting favourites. He is such a gifted teacher in
the way he does not teach single steps but small
sequences from the start and immediately draws
us in with the music. (I guess the equivalent
would be being taught a whole word rather than
letters in Primary School ...)
Altogether it has been great to discover and be
part of PIFDG. Mondays have never been the
same - knowing there is 'folk' at the end of the
first working day of the week to look forward to.
Without doubt its people are the greatest asset,
a mixed bunch all brought together for the same
interest and very loyal over the years, many
returning for special events even though family
and other commitments have taken them
elsewhere over the years.
Whilst the lights in the hall go out after 9.15 pm
these days I have no doubt that the group will
continue in the years to come and I look forward
to the 'Golden Jubilee' in 2026 !
Gisela

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

President's Report 2016
G’Day and welcome to the end of 2016. Our 40th
year, a wonderful milestone. With nothing more
than an enthusiasm for global folk dance it is
truly a remarkable achievement that this small
community group has stayed together for forty
years doing what they enjoy most – international
folk dancing.
To mark the occasion we had a party – and what
a party it was. Thanks to Palenque for
coordinating requested music to start the
evening with a lot of favourite tunes all of which
set the mood for the evening. Our own
performance group as well as our friends in the
Hora Shalom, Soulieado dance groups
participated in making it a memorable occasion.
Members of the Turkish Australian Culture
House (TACH)
similarly contributed a
memorable performance with our thanks and
appreciation. It was fitting that the live music was
provided by our friends The Last Five Coins and
a huge thank you to them.
Earlier in the year we had a Coffee Mug Artwork
competition to mark the 40th
Anniversary
occasion. Thanks to John W for his hard work
and clever craft work. Later in the year we had
Calico Bags produced with the PID logo printed
on them and issued to members on party night.
Thanks to Jen B for her creative hard work and
for the hall decorations; cake, and catering with
Pat’s assistance. A special edition of Grapevine
containing a host of memories and pictures was
produced by Martin.
Thanks Martin for a
significant historical and informative classy
product. Congratulations to all who contributed to
the success of this occasion - the 40th
anniversary.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the
members of the committee for their support and
untiring efforts to keep things running smoothly
during what has been a busy year. Our website
is superb thanks to John W’s energy and
creativity. Progressively, members have been
encouraged to refer to the website for all group
announcements and communications. Oh, and
John’s a great treasurer too.
Our dance
teachers continue to do a sterling job improving
and maintaining our relative dance skills. We
need them to remind us of the music and the
steps that go with it. Sure some of us could
muddle through our memory banks and dance
something like the original dance but isn’t it
easier with someone guiding you? The
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Mundaring chapter continues to develop and has
been active in teaching and performing at various
community events in them’ thar’ hills.
Congratulations and keep up the good work
Jennifer E. PID is now supporting Steven
Janowiecki in his endeavours to introduce us and
the wider community, to Contra Dance. The St.
Margaret’s Hall stage has never been so packed
with musicians doing what they enjoy most –
playing music. It is a wonder to behold. Thanks
to Steven also for designing and implementing a
group business card. Your enthusiasm and
networking skills are greatly appreciated.
The 29th February was a Leap year-themed
evening but there wasn’t much leaping. It was
just too hot!!! A Turkish night was well supported
by those dressed in a wide range of “Turkish”
costumes. We also had some visitors from the
Turkish Australian Culture House (TACH)
community who were most impressed by our
range of Turkish music and our skills in dancing
them. We similarly had a Greek theme evening
which was another enjoyable and well supported
evening. Theme evenings ended the year
celebrating with quite a few scary and hilarious
costumes. This year, Perth International Dance
along with Hora Shalom, Souleiado and Contra
Dance were invited to the annual St. Margaret’s
Pudding Fest fundraiser to demonstrate several
dances from their respective repertoires.
Palenque, Eve, Laurel, Steven and Sara all
taught simple dances and encouraged audience
participation to the live music of several
musicians from The Last Five Coins. This event
was as much a public relations exercise in
introducing parishioners to the hall users as it
was to providing a variation to the annual theme
of bacchanalian feasting. Another entertaining
and invigorating workshop was held 2nd & 3rd
July by André. André taught 10 dances, and left
with our thanks and a gift of 2 of our PID coffee
mugs. Our thanks to Eve for hosting André
during his stay with us. And of course each year
in passing would not be complete without Red
Faces. There were some talented performances
as members, friends and family showed their
hidden talents. Many thanks to Leone for another
memorable evening.
The Saturday group
celebrated its 15th birthday and like any good
party, there was lots of food and easy dances.
Overall a busy year. If I have missed anything or
anyone – my apologies.
John Bardill President 2015-16
http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

Perth Contra Dance
This year PID helped sponsor a monthly contra
dance series on Sunday afternoons at St
Margaret's Hall. The contra dances have been
well-attended by about 40-60 dancers (aged 8 to
80+) and a dozen or so musicians (ages omitted).
Contra dance is a kind of mixture between
various country dancing traditions (English,
French, Scottish) and American square dancing
with Appalachian influences. It's danced to lively
music (jigs, reels, and more from various
traditions) with a simple walking step. As a
progressing partner dance, it is quite social and
by the end of an afternoon contra dance you
really have danced with everyone.
We are very excited to be sharing a fun and
special form of music and dance with our
Australian friends, and very grateful for the
enthusiasm, musical support, and logistical
assistance from PID and from so many kind and
helpful people here in Perth.

Steven Janowiecki and Amanda Fisher
Promotions – Bags of Mugs
Congratulations to local artist Boriana Todorova
who won the decorated mug competition with an
image of Bulgarian dancers – pictured below:

Competition was strong with 23 entries. Thirty
people bought the winning mugs.
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Thanks to Gisela and to Pam W for suggesting
the idea of calico bags printed with PID logo and
contact details to promote the Group. Thanks to
Jenny B for following this through and organising
printing the bags which were available to
members and attendees of the 40th party and
celebrations on 22 November.
Are you using yours?
News from the Hills
2015 and 2016 have been years of consolidation
and growth for the Hills Dance Group.
Last year Emmanuelle Daw kept us fairly busy
with dinner/dances and dance workshops, the
funds raised going to the preservation of the Old
Chidlow Hall.
This year a number of our group joined a French
choir, led by Emmanuelle’s mother, Christianne,
who joins us at dancing when she is visiting from
France. Our month of practice culminated in a
performance in Chidlow on the 18th of March.
The dancers in the group learned a Pavane to
perform while the choir sang.
In June the Hills Choir, conducted by Musical
Director, Jean Bourgault, also a member of the
Hills Dance Group, celebrated its 30th
Anniversary with a concert that included the
Pavane. With costumes generously donated by
the Marloo Theatre from their performance of
Romeo and Juliet, we ‘upped’ our game and
eight of our group; Clare Williams, Val LucasHill, Shirley Wayne, Trish Eyre, Emmanuelle
Daw, Yami Daw, Ana Daw and myself, performed
to both the choir and violin and tambour. The
dance was very well received and the costumes
added a very authentic touch.
Also in June our little French choir, conducted by
Yami Daw, prepared for a performance at Fete
de la Musique 2016. As part of our preparation
we performed a French Music and Dance
fundraiser in Chidlow. We sang for our supper
and, of course, after supper we danced. The
evening raised funds for the new Chidlow
Community Garden and our audience included a
number of guests from RISE, a community aged
care and mental health support group, who
particularly enjoyed the dancing.

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

On Friday the 29th of July, I was privileged to join
John Whaite in teaching dance, including the
Tarantella, to a year 9 Italian language class at
Kalamunda Senior High School. We had a very
enjoyable hour with the students, both
demonstrating and teaching.
I was very
impressed with the students both in their
behaviour and in their ability. They took to
dancing with an enthusiasm that was ‘infectious’
and they mastered the basic Hora and Tarantella
very quickly. I sent a congratulatory note to their
teacher; Maria Pennington, who was delighted
with the lesson and her students response.
They were still ‘raving’ about dancing 2 weeks
later, to the envy of their fellow students.
Our numbers have increased significantly over
the last year. At the end of last year we had
between eight and ten regular dancers then
(temporarily) lost Brigita Ferencek to motherhood
though are delighted to welcome little Leo into
the world and will soon be celebrating his first
birthday. This year saw our group peak at
sixteen with a few extra transient dancers.
Currently numbers are reduced due to illness
and travel. Now that the warmer weather has
arrived we hope to see a few more shimmy
through the door, particularly now we can boast
ceiling fans!
We have changed venue to the Parkerville Hall in
Seabourne Street. The hall has excellent light
and while there is an echo, we have the benefit
of good ventilation and a generally cleaner hall.
To celebrate the move and Spring in the Hills we
had a small party which ended with a garden
party under the shade of trees on still lush green
grass in front of a hundred plus year old cottage
all courtesy of Clare Williams and her husband
Dave.
The Hills Dance Group, started in 2004 by Jenny
Currell, still has two of the original three
members, Jean Bourgault and Mary Woodward.
Both Jenny and I are grateful for their
encouragement and enjoyment of dance and
their patience as we increase our numbers.
If you have a day off, come and visit us on Friday
morning at 9.30 am and allow time from around
11.30 for coffee in Mundaring!
Cheers,
Jennifer Eyre
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Red Faces 2016 from Leone

More Massey Musings & Melting Moments

RED FACES 2016. Once again we held our
event at St. Margaret's Hall, and once again it
was a great night - even better than before - I do
believe we are all improving in our skills as
entertainers. There were some truly wonderful
items - so many of you found very clever and
delightful things to do - to the delight of our
audience. Our audience by the way has also
grown and were so appreciative and enthusiastic
about the night's entertainment. Folks, you were
all great - some of you were really stand-out
performers - not mentioning any names but you
know who you/they are.
I want to thank all the performers and all those
who cheered them on. Special thanks to Carolyn
who spent so much of her time making
costumes, the Bardills for setting up and clearing
up and John B for managing the music and
being Master of Ceremonies and Pat for helping.
A huge thank you to John Whaite for filming and
editing the entire event and for providing the
videos to all of us. I know it takes a lot of his time
and effort to do this and we appreciate it so
much.
If you weren't able to be there catch it on video it is definitely worth watching - borrow a thumb
drive or ask John W (who will tell you where to
go). A fantastic night - I LOVE IT.
See you next year.

Leone

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

Here are some things I'd like to say, as my fried
brain recovers from the late November burst of
heat! It took me 6 years to acclimatise when I
came to Oz in my mid twenties: Now I've been
back in the mother-land, literally, for 9¾ yrs,
maybe my blood has thickened again! But other
than that, I would just like to say how happy I am
to be back  
England was OK. Living in a village in rural
Dorset was a bonus. But by the end of my first
year there, what showed up was that I missed
dancing and children in my life. (I've always
worked with children). That sorted, I went about
rectifying the situation, and became a ....Morris
Dancer, having established there IS no
international or Israeli dance group in the entire
county. (that's county, not country!)
I had tried circle dancing in Dorset, which at
least kept me in touch with the music I love, but it
didn't really do it for me, and it was a few years
later before I learned that every year, the first
weekend in May, there is the EASTBOURNE
INTERNATIONAL FOLK FESTIVAL. This was a
about a 4 hour drive for me along the south
coast. It is held in a school gym, and I
international danced from Friday evening till
Monday afternoon. At last!! There were close to
100 people, all of about our vintage, with the
same bring in younger people problem & threat
to the future of it.
They imported teachers:: an Italian who taught
Israeli and a Dutch person who taught Balkan,
plus others & local foreigners like an Ozzie
woman who lives in UK & an Armenian who lives
in London & is a good teacher of beautiful
dances.
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The people were mostly friendly & welcoming of
a new face, & I was amused by the rumours
going round the circle on my first appearance:
Who's that woman over there in the colourful
jumper who can dance!? Upstairs in the school
hall Contra dancing was happening concurrently
- very popular - and on the Monday afternoon we
joined them & did a few dances of ours and a
few dances of theirs.
I would recommend this event to anyone in UK at
that time who is into international or contra.
At Cecil Sharp House in London (The English
Folk Centre of England) there are always things
happening. 'Dance Around the World' is an
annual event, but I only went once as it was too
crowded in the workshops to be able to dance
properly.
Both events are however a good meeting &
contact place with other friendly like-minded
people.
I eventually learnt that more seems to happen up
north, but I didn't always fancy a long motorway
drive on a horrible winters day!
One winter event I can recommend however is
with an organisation called E.M.A.D.E
That stands for European Music And Dance
Education Mostly Western European, and the
weekend I went was mostly French & Swedish.
It is a wonderful weekend in November. Every
year at Kinnersley Castle in Herefordshire. My
French dancing friend came with me the first
time I went. We slept in the castle (some people
camped in little tents!!), & overnight it
snowed....My French friend woke up in this
English castle with snow on the windowsill, and
said "l zink I ave woken up in a fairy-tale!"
We danced in the Grand Hall. Wood panelled
walls, & yes, with a secret room hidden behind!
Large open wood fire, a plethora of really good
musicians. 4 hurdy-gurdys all playing together
besides other instruments & a rotation of musos
Everyone there can dance, & it is here that I
finally learned how to Mazurka!
Only £80 or so for the weekend, including
healthy vegetarian meals. Cheap because it is
self catering & we all take a turn to help wash
up. Friendly people, informal, lovely atmosphere.
Loved it!!
Spring & summer in Dorset was lovely, & every
year I enjoyed having Perth visitors, as well as
hosting Russians & Chinese. Paula D, Pam G,
http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

Sara F, Glynda x2, Cyndi x2, plus the Williams',
the Watson's and Berni to name but a few
familiar people!
Europe was just a hop skip & jump from Poole to
Cherbourg, & my English 2CV had several
holidays back to its motherland, as well as fitting
in many other European countries while I was on
that side of the planet.
All good. I feel as if I have had a very very long
holiday, but now it is good to be home....
Pam Massey
Fremantle Parade

6 November

We joined in with the Fremantle Parade again
this year thanks to John's organisation. Fewer
dancers this year and no dancers from Hora
Shalom who were committed to doing something
Shalomish elsewhere. We were also without
Mark on the accordion - he'd hurt his back that
morning moving bricks! - which made it a bit
tricky picking the rhythms, especially with all the
noisy drummers nearby marching in the parade!
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Luckily we had Tennille on the Macedonian tapan
supported by Russell on fiddle, and Jennie on
flute. Luckily we also missed the 36° heat of the
day before – mind you the start was more than a
little windy at the Round House and up High St!
We hope that the crowd enjoyed it, we did! Well
done everyone – thanks for being there!
Michaela's International Dancing Journey

Through the dance group I’ve been introduced to
the music, rhythms and instruments of a whole
new world. International dance has become
something that I followed up in Canberra and
other places I’ve lived and visited. I’ve been back
at St Margaret’s or the scout hall in my head
many times - dancing with an Italian Israeli
dance group in Padua, a Balkan group that met
round the corner in London, in a suburban hall in
Vancouver and now, when dancing at a regular
international dance meet in a friend’s kitchen in
St Kilda.
Most of all, I’m grateful for the wonderful love
and friendship with folk from Perth International
Dance. I never miss an opportunity to tell
interested folk dancers about Monday nights and
Saturday mornings in Perth. I reckon it’s the
liveliest and best around. Happy 40th anniversary
and long may it continue.

It’s like knowing another language. When the
familiar music starts up and you join the dance, it
feels like instant communication with the other
people in the line. It’s a connection with them and
all the other times you have danced that dance in
other places. You share a smile across the circle
and think about that.
I started international dancing in 1991, when the
group met at the Wembley Scout Hall. Eve
taught and I was on top of the moon at her praise
when I finally mastered a grapevine. Whenever I
waltz I ask myself was it bigger or smaller steps
that she suggested I try. Fiona taught us the
words to some songs we could sing as we
danced. I loved Sara’s beautiful style and
decided I liked Israeli dances the best. Dancers
of longer standing in the group said that
everyone says that at the start and I’d likely
graduate to preferring Balkan dances.
Good memories include performing in Forrest
Place, Toodyay and Fairbridge and a sort of
cabaret night of dance in a North Perth hall.
Proud moments include watching son, Edward at
3 or 4 years old perfecting The Funky Cowboy, a
line dance John had brought back from the US.
It was pretty complicated and never completely
caught on. And how great it was on a Monday
night to hear some new music and learn a new
dance, thanks to the seemingly endless supply
from the dedicated and patient regular teachers.

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

Michaela Hill Melbourne, Dec 2016
And a blast from the past:
A 'hands on' session during Belcho Stanev's
visit; taken on 5th May 1997 at the Wembley Hall.

Did you know that in the lead up to the 40th year
celebrations we created some new photo
albums to chart the Group's history. The old
albums stopped sometime last century, so we
now have a new set of four albums filled with a
selection from over 850 photos that we have
taken over the years. Look out for them!
The Journey Continues in the next Grapevine.
We still have some articles held over from this
issue; from Brenda and from Tony. Do you know
what a Shirotori Cohen is? Well you might do
when you have read the next Grapevine!!
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40th Birthday Photos – were you there?

http://www.perthinternationaldance.org.au/

Photo credits Rebecca Coughlan, John
Bardill, Martin Williams.
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